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High initial amplitude and high Mach number effects on the evolution
of the single-mode Richtmyer-Meshkov instability
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Effects of high-Mach numbers and high initial amplitudes on the evolution of the single-mode Richtmyer-
Meshkov shock-wave induced hydrodynamic instability are studied using theoretical models, experiments, and
numerical simulations. Two regimes in which there is a significant deviation from the linear dependence of the
initial velocity on the initial perturbation amplitude are defined and characterized. In one, the observed reduc-
tion of the initial velocity is primarily due to large initial amplitudes. This effect is accurately modeled by a
vorticity deposition model, quantifying both the effect of the initial perturbation amplitude and the exact shape
of the interface. In the other, the reduction is dominated by the proximity of the shock wave to the interface.
This effect is modeled by a modified incompressible model where the shock wave is mimicked by a moving
bounding wall. These results are supplemented with high initial amplitude Mach 1.2 shock-tube experiments,
enabling separation of the two effects. It is shown that in most of the previous experiments, the observed
reduction is predominantly due to the effect of high initial amplitudes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Richtmyer-Meshkov~RM! hydrodynamic instability
@1# occurs when a shock wave passes through an initi
perturbed interface between two fluids. Under such con
tions, initially small perturbations on the interface grow in
a formation of interpenetrating bubbles and spikes, caus
the two fluids to mix. This instability, together with the gra
ity induced Rayleigh-Taylor instability@2#, play a major role
in achieving energy gain in inertial confinement fusion@3,4#.

Since the first experimental demonstration of this insta
ity by Richtmyer@1#, much of the research has been focus
on the evolution of single-mode small-amplitude perturb
tions in the incompressible limit@1,5,6#. In this regime, the
perturbation initially grows with a constant velocity, which
well approximated by predictions of impulsive models: t
Richtmyer formula@1# in the reflected shock case and t
Meyer-Blewett formula@5# in the case of a reflected rarefa
tion. The model prediction for the initial velocity is

Ububble5A* ka* Du, ~1!

wherek is the wave number,A* is the postshock Atwood
number, andDu is the velocity jump induced by the shoc
wave. For the Richtmyer formula,a* equals the postshoc
amplitudea0

1 and for the Meyer-Blewett formulaa* 5(a0
2
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1a0
1)/2, wherea0

2 is the preshock amplitude. Recently,
more detailed impulsive model, applicable for both the ca
of a reflected shock and a reflected rarefaction has been
mulated@7#.

In recent years, a more elaborate theoretical analysi
the initial velocity imprinted by the shock wave on the inte
face has been formulated by performing a small-amplitu
perturbation expansion of the Euler equations ina0k @8#.
This approach has been extended to late nonlinear stage
means of Pade´ approximations@9#, yielding results which are
in good agreement with bubble evolution methods which
typically used to model the nonlinear stages@10#. This sort of
analysis yielded results which are much more accurate t
the crude approximations of the impulsive models. Indeed
was shown that in some cases, the impulsive model pre
tion deviates significantly from that of the exact perturbati
expansion@8#. Further extensions of the perturbative a
proach allow better dealing with nonlinearity@11#. This ap-
proach, however, has not been applied to the case of l
initial perturbation amplitudes (a0k.1), as is the case in
many of the recent experiments.

For the single-mode case, the late nonlinear stage of
flow is characterized by an asymptotic floating velocitycl/t.
In two dimensions,c goes fromc51/3p for A51 @6# to c
51/2p for A→0 @12#, while for three-dimensional perturba
tions c varies betweenc51/2p for A51 andc51/p for A
©2003 The American Physical Society07-1
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→0 @13#. These late-time incompressible models have b
verified extensively both by numerical simulations@6,12,14#
and by low-Mach-number experiments@14–16#.

Along with the growing complexity of the theoretica
models, several experiments have been performed in re
years, in which the initial conditions greatly exceeded
limits of applicability of both small-amplitude (a0k!1) and
incompressible models (M'1). Such experiments includ
moderate Mach shock tube experiments conducted
Aleshin et al. (M52.5 incident shock wave, Ar→Xe @15#
and M53.5 He→Xe @17# experiments, both with an initia
gas pressure of 0.5 atm! and high Mach laser driven exper
ments conducted by Dimonteet al. @M515.3 incident shock
wave, Be(r51.7 g/cm3)→foam(r50.12 g/cm3) experi-
ments @18##. Initial amplitudes as large asa0k'4, well
above the limit of applicability of small-amplitude perturb
tion expansion, were used in these experiments. While
commonly assumed that the deviation from small-amplitu
prediction of the initial perturbation growth rate in these e
periments is mainly related to compressibility effects, due
the high-Mach number@17–19#, the effect of the large initial
amplitude on the instability evolution seems to have be
overlooked.

In this work, we attempt to distinguish between two r
gimes, where deviations from linear dependence of the in
imprinted velocity on the initial perturbation amplitude a
observed: one where the dominant effects are those of c
pressibility and one which is dominated by the effects
large initial amplitudes. To do so, we first plot in Fig. 1 th
measured initial growth velocity in these experiments n
malized by the growth rate extrapolated from the sm
amplitude calculation as a function ofa0

2k. Note that in all

FIG. 1. Measured initial growth velocity relative to the line
extrapolation of the small-amplitude calculation. (L) M515.3 ex-
periments of Dimonte~sinusoidal initial perturbation! @18#; (n)
M52.5 Ar→Xe experiments of Aleshin~sinusoidal initial pertur-
bation! @15#; (s) M53.5 He→Xe experiments of Aleshin~sinu-
soidal initial perturbation! @17#; (,) present Mach 1.2 experiment
~sawtooth initial perturbation!. Schematic lines are plotted to distin
guish between the two classes of behavior. (2) classA behavior,
(22) classB behavior~see text!.
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cases, wherea0k.1 the experiments resulted in an initia
velocity smaller than that predicted by the small-amplitu
calculation. The above velocity reduction can be attributed
two main effects: either the large initial amplitudes, f
which the small-amplitude assumption is inapplicable,
compressibility effects due to the high-Mach numbers u
in the experiments@17,19#.

In order to better distinguish between the two effects,
conducted a set ofM51.2 shock-tube experiments with
similar range of initial amplitudes~a detailed description o
the experiments follows below!. Despite the large scatter i
the experimental data, there exists a surprising resembla
of the observed reduction in the growth rate for most exp
ments~schematically grouped as classA in the figure!. Only
the Aleshin He→Xe M53.5 experiments@17# seems to ex-
hibit a qualitatively different behavior~schematically marked
as classB).

The qualitatively similar reduction, observed in classA of
Fig. 1, for a wide range of Mach numbers, as low as 1
suggests that in these experiments, there is a strong effe
the high initial amplitude. The qualitatively different redu
tion observed in the Aleshin He→Xe low a0k experiment
suggests the existence of a different mechanism reducing
initial growth rate.

The present work is a combined experimental and th
retical one, including numerical simulations with Mach num
bers ranging from 1.2 to 15.3 with both small and large a
plitudes, shock-tube experiments at Mach 1.2, a vor
deposition model for the initial velocity of the RM instabilit
for high initial amplitudes, and a simple criterion, accounti
both qualitatively and quantitatively for the different beha
ior observed in the groupB experiment. As the purpose o
the present work is to distinguish between effects of la
amplitudes and those of compressibility, we should note t
the work of Aleshinet al. @17#, included such a characteriza
tion of shock-tube experiments~spanning a wide range o
Atwood numbers—0.22–0.94, and a wide range of init
amplitudes!. They termed the low-amplitude low-Mach
number region ‘‘soft,’’ the high-amplitude region ‘‘irregu
lar,’’ and the low-amplitude high-Mach-number regio
‘‘hard.’’ However, this characterization was based on t
analysis of the experimental results and not on theoret
argumentation and was, therefore, less general in its app
bility.

II. HIGH INITIAL AMPLITUDE EFFECTS

We have conducted full numerical simulations using t
experimental setups of both Dimonte’s and Aleshin’s expe
ments, assuming ideal gas equations of state~for the Be and
foam adiabatic indices of 1.8 and 1.45 were used, resp
tively, at an initial pressure of 0.1 Mbar!. Simulations were,
however, performed for a much wider range of incide
shock Mach numbers~1.2–15.3!. All these were conducted
using LEEOR-2D, a two-dimensional hydrodynamic solv
which includes interface tracking@6#. Typical results of the
simulations are presented in Fig. 2 for a Mach 15.3 simu
tion of the Dimonte setup. The simulation results are in
very good agreement with those of Ref.@19#. Dashed
7-2
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HIGH INITIAL AMPLITUDE AND HIGH MACH NUMBE R . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 026307 ~2003!
lines in Fig. 3 show the normalized deviation from the sma
amplitude linear extrapolation of the initial velocity as
function of initial amplitude for several Mach numbers. A
can be seen from the simulations, a qualitatively similar
duction is observed even for low-Mach numbers where
compressible models are applicable, implying the importa
of the high initial amplitudes. In the following, we describe
vorticity deposition model that, through the mechanism
shock-wave initial velocity imprint, quantifies the reductio
of the initial velocity due to the high-amplitude effect.

FIG. 2. Density contours from full numerical simulations of th
Dimonte experiment for a Mach number of 15.3 and witha0k
50.6. ~a! The incident shock, traveling upwards, hits the interfa
~b!–~d! Evolution of the initial perturbation. Both the transmitte
shock and the reflected rarefaction~traveling downwards! are evi-
dent.

FIG. 3. Experimental, numerical and theoretical reduction f
tors. (•••) numerical simulations using the Dimonte setup, t
Mach numbers are indicated in the figure. (2) vorticity deposition
model ~see text! for the DimonteM515.3 experiments. (2•2)
vorticity deposition model for the Aleshin Ar→Xe experiments.
(s) M515.3 Be→foam experimental results. (n) M52.5 Ar
→Xe experimental results.
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A. High initial amplitude vorticity deposition model

Using shock polar analysis, Samtaney and Zabusky@20#
demonstrated that for the case of a reflected shock, the
ticity per unit length deposited on a straight interface by
oblique shock wave~see Fig. 4! is given, for angles smalle
than the Mach reflection critical angle, by

dG

ds
5 f ~M ,r1 ,r2 ,g1 ,g2 ,p1 ,p2!sin~a!1O„sin~a!3

…,

~2!

where f is a function of the one-dimensional parameters
the flow. It was also demonstrated that Eq.~2! can be ex-
trapolated for angles beyond the critical Mach reflecti
angle~up to 60°), and that the local vorticity deposition on
curved interface depends only on the local impact angle
obeys Eq.~2! @20#.

For the case of a reflected rarefaction, it was analytica
shown in Ref.@21# that Eq.~2! is still valid, although in a
more restricted range of parameters. Using Eq.~2!, one can
determine the vorticity deposited during the shock-wave p
sage through the interface in the RM experiments for
arbitrary initial shape of the interface and from that, usi
complex potential methods, it is possible to derive the i
tially imprinted bubble velocity. It should be noted that sin
the shock interaction with the perturbed interface is not
stantaneous~i.e., point A in Fig. 4 moves before pointB),
the postshock perturbation amplitude decreases by a fact
f p5(ushock2Du)/ushock, whereushock is the velocity of the
shock wave, as illustrated in Fig. 4. This shifts the vortic

.

-

FIG. 4. Schematic description of a shock-interface interacti
~a! Fast-slow interaction,~b! slow-fast interaction. ISW—inciden
shock wave; TSW—transmitted shock wave;US—ISW velocity’
UI—unshocked interface; SI—shocked interface; RSW—reflec
shock wave, RR—reflected rarefaction,a—shock interface inclina-
tion angle. Also marked are pointsA and B on both sides of the
interface~see text!.
7-3
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RIKANATI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 026307 ~2003!
deposited on the interface closer to the bubble tip and, th
fore, affects its initial velocity.

The velocity induced due to a general periodic vortic
distribution on an interface is given by@22#

u~z!2 iv~z!5 i E
0

l

g~z! cotS p

2

z2z8

l Ddz8, ~3!

wherez is the complex coordinate,l is the periodicity wave-
length, andg(z)5dG/ds is the local vorticity on the inter-
face. Applying the above equations for the tip of the bub
yields for the initial tip velocity,

u0~a!5Im@u~ ia !2 iv~ ia !#5

2ReF E
0

ldG

ds
cotS p

2

z2z8

l Ddz8G . ~4!

Rewriting Eq.~4! in real coordinates@x,y(x)# and taking
into account the amplitude change due to the shock inter
interaction:y1(x)5 f py2(x), Eq. ~2!: dG/ds5 f sin@a2(x)#,
wherea2(x) is the local preshock inclination angle betwe
the interface and the incident shock, anddz/ds
51/cos@a1(x)#, wherea1(x) is the local postshock inclina
tion angle results in

u0~a!52ReF f ~M ,r1 ,r2 ,g1 ,g2 ,p1 ,p2!E
0

l sin@a2~x!#

cos@a1~x!#

3cot$p/2†2x1 ia f p„12y~x!…‡/l%dxG . ~5!

From Eq. ~5! and depending on the initial shape of th
interface~typically either sinusoidal or sawtooth!, the initial
velocity of the bubble tip can be found. For example, in t
case of a sinusoidal initial perturbation~as in the experiments
by Dimonte@18# and Aleshin@17#!, the derivation results in

u0~a!52ReF f ~M ,r1 ,r2 ,g1 ,g2 ,p1 ,p2!E
0

l sin~a2!

cos~a1!

3cot$p/2†2x1 ia f p„12cos~px!…‡/l%dxG ~6!

using

a25arctanS dy2~x!

dx D5arctan@2~p/l!a sin~px/l!#

and

a15arctanS dy1~x!

dx D5arctan@2~p/l! f pa sin~px/l!#,

the integral can be solved numerically.
Rewriting Eq.~6! for small initial amplitudes (a0k!1),

low-Mach numbers (f p51) and introducing only first-orde
terms, results in
02630
e-
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u0
l in~a!52a ReF2 f E

0

l

psin~px/l! cot~2p/2x/l!dxG
~7!

which is, as expected, linear ina. However, at abouta0k
.1, higher-order terms are introduced causing deviati
from linearity. We define the velocity reduction factor a
u0(a)/u0

l in(a). While Eq. ~6! may seem intractable due t
the complexity of the functionf, the reduction factor turns
out to be independent of it, and thus a full solution of th
initial velocity is unnecessary. Calculating the reduction fa
tor for both the Dimonte and the Aleshin Ar→Xe experi-
ments, the parameters of the Aleshin experiment are fo
within the validity region of Eq.~2!. Since the parameters o
the Dimonte experiment are beyond this region, a numer
validation was conducted, where it was found to be va
with an error of the order of 10% for angles of up to 60
~equivalent toa0k54.5). In Fig. 3, the reduction factor i
compared with both the experimental results and the num
cal simulations for several Mach numbers, representing
above experiments. The agreement between the model
dictions and the experiments is good. The remaining sm
differences between the model predictions and the nume
and experimental results might be due to high-Mach-num
effects ~see Sec. III!. One should, however, also take in
account the effect of increasing error in Eq.~2! as a0k in-
creases above unity, and the non-negligible dependenc
the reduction factor on the initial interface shape. All the
effects seem, however, small relative to the effect of h
initial amplitudes.

B. High initial amplitude, low-Mach shock-tube experiments

An experimental verification of the high-amplitude effe
is obtained using a shock-tube apparatus@14# at a low-Mach
number of 1.2, with sawtooth initial perturbations of bo
low and high initial amplitudes (a0k50.5 –3). In the ex-
periments, the shock travels from air to SF6, both initially at
atmospheric pressure. The Atwood number equals toA
50.7. Both gases are initially separated by a thin membr
that was shown to have little effect on the instability evo
tion @23#. Shown in Fig. 5 is a set of Schlieren images tak
from the shock-tube experiment. As described in the capt
both the bubbles and the transmitted shocks are clearly
in the pictures. In Fig. 6, a comparison between the res
from ana0

2k52.4 experiment and a simulation of the expe
ment is shown, with very good agreement between the t
This allows us to deduce the exact initial bubble veloc
from the simulations. Figure 7 compares the experimen
reduction factor with the predictions of the vorticity depos
tion model. As can be seen, the agreement is as good as
achieved for the moderate and high-Mach-number exp
ments. In addition to the above, we plot in Fig. 7 the redu
tion factor predicted from the vorticity model for a sinusoid
~rather than sawtooth! initial perturbation. Note that the re
duction in the sinusoidal case is smaller than in the sawto
case, similar to the difference seen in Fig. 1 between
experiment and the experiments of Dimonte and Alesh
where the initial perturbation was sinusoidal.
7-4
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FIG. 5. Schlieren images o
M51.2 shock-tube experiments
Each column presents sever
frames from a single experimen
Both the transmitted shock
wave ~sharp black lines! and
the bubbles~round gray features!
are evident. The experi-
ments were done with
a0

2k 5 1.6(l58 cm,a0
252 cm) ,

1.9(l54 cm,a0
251.2 cm),2.4 (l

52 cm,a0
250.76 cm), as marked

in the figure. The thick black re-
gions are the remnants of th
membrane initially separating th
two gases.
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III. SHOCK PROXIMITY EFFECTS

As can be seen in Fig. 1, in the Aleshin He→Xe experi-
ment @17#, a decrease of the initial velocity relative to th
small-amplitude calculation has been observed even
small initial amplitudes. In this experiment, the initial valu
of the postshockak is smaller than unity and, therefore, th
high initial amplitude effect is almost negligible. This d
crease must therefore be attributed to compressibility effe
In this section, we suggest a simple criterion for determin
whether such effects exist for small amplitudes. We also

FIG. 6. The bubble height relative to the one dimensional in
face as a function of time for thea0

2k52.4 case. A comparison
between the experiment (s) and the numerical simulation (2).
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rive a crude, yet effective, model for evaluating the reduct
factor of the initial velocity as a function of the perturbatio
amplitude. The model is based onad hoc incorporation of
the shock wave in a simple analytical incompressible mo
@For the sake of simplicity, the derivation assumes that
Atwood number is positive (l ight→heavy shock!#.

The model suggests that the small-amplitude predictio
valid as long as the predicted initial velocity is much smal
than the transmitted shock velocity relative to the unp
turbed interface:ulin!ushock2Du. Moreover, the effect of

-
FIG. 7. Experimental reduction factor for a sawtooth initial i

terface~with experimental error-bars! and the theoretical reduction
factor for the Mach 1.2 shock-tube experiment for a sawtooth ini
interface (2) and for a sinusoidal initial interface (2•2).
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RIKANATI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 026307 ~2003!
the interaction between the shock and the interface on
initial growth rate of small initial perturbations is only de
pendent on the ratiof c5ulin /(ushock2Du). Calculatingf c
for the above Aleshin cases results in 0.625 and 1.25 even
the two experiments with the smallest amplitudes and, th
fore, shock-wave proximity effects are expected to appe

Assuming that the equation of state of both the mater
is that of an ideal gas,f c can be solved resulting in

f c5A* ka*
2~M221!

21~g21!M2
, ~8!

whereM is the transmitted Mach number andg is the heavy
material adiabatic index. It should be noted that the o
dependence off c on the light fluid parameters is through th
determination ofM. For this case, we plot in Fig. 8 the con
tour of f c51 on the initial amplitudeakA2M plane for
several values ofg.

In attempt to incorporate the shock-wave proximity effe
in a simple incompressible model and since shocked mat
cannot advance ahead of the shock, we model the sh
wave as a ‘‘wall’’ that moves with velocityushock2Du,
bounding the bubbles from above, and inhibiting th
growth. This approximation assumes that the shock velo
is unaffected by the perturbation of the interface, and is
pected to provide decent results whenf c<1. Despite the
crudeness of this model, it is shown both to provide go
quantitative predictions of the initial velocity, and to sh
light on the nature of the interaction of the shock wave a
the perturbed interface.

For high values of the Atwood number, we apply the ge
eralization of Hechtet al. for Layzer’s potential flow mode
for the case of a fluid layer bounded above by a wall@6# to
the problem of Richtmyer-Meshkov instability evolution
the vicinity of a shock wave, where the wall location is tak
asd(t)5(ushock2Du)t. In Fig. 9, a comparison between th
bubble velocity from the incompressible potential model~as-
suming an infinite shock speed! and that of the ‘‘wall’’ model
~simulating the compressible case! is seen. For the incom
pressible limit, it is seen that the bubble immediately reac

FIG. 8. Compressibility criterion for ideal gases. Thef c51 con-
tour is plotted for several adiabatic indices,g. Regions far below
and far above the lines are expected to behave in an incompres
and compressible manner, respectively.
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the velocity derived from the small-amplitude model a
later decelerating until reaching the asymptotic behavior
(1/3p)l/t. For a bubble bounded above by a wall, it is se
that the bubble initially accelerates from zero initial veloc
in early times~when the shock wave is close to the bubb!
converging to the incompressible solution as the shock w
~bounding wall! travels away from the instability front. This
sort of behavior is similar to that used by Zhanget al. @9# in
extending the perturbative approach to the nonlinear sta
We quantitatively define the reduction factor as the ratio
the maximal velocity in the wall model relative to that of th
incompressible one.

For low Atwood numbers, the flow is rotational, hen
potential flow models are inapplicable. Vorticity based mo
els can, however, be applied to derive the instability evo
tion @12,16,24#. In the incompressible case, the instability
modeled by two counter-rotating vortex lines. A boundi
wall condition is obtained by adding two more vortex line
which are mirror images of the original vortex lines relati
to the wall location. The instability evolution behaves sim
larly to the high Atwood number case. Due to the low
initial velocity imprinted at low Atwood numbers, it is muc
more difficult to achieve conditions, for whichf c.1 in the
low Atwood range.

For both low and high Atwood numbers, the shock effe
depends only onf c since only the shock velocity relative t
the bubble velocity is of importance. Hence, one can pre
the dominance of the compressibility effect through the va
of a single parameter of the flow,f c .

The above wall model has been applied to predict
results of full numerical simulations of the He→Xe shock-
tube experiments of Aleshinet al. for the cases deviating
from linear dependence of the initial velocity on the pertu
bation amplitude~initial zero to peak amplitude ofa0
52.5,5,10, and 15 mm!. Since the Atwood number in thes

ble FIG. 9. Dimensionless bubble velocity~in units ofu0, the small-
amplitude incompressible prediction! versus dimensionless tim
(ku0t) from the potential model. A comparison between the w
model (22) and the incompressible potential model (2). Also
plotted is the asymptotic value of (1/3p)l/t. Notice the immediate
rise in velocity for the incompressible case and that for the w
model a reduced maximal velocity~defined as the initial velocity!
of 0.42 is achieved.
7-6
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HIGH INITIAL AMPLITUDE AND HIGH MACH NUMBE R . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 026307 ~2003!
experiments isA50.94, the potential model based wa
model is used. In Fig. 10 are plotted the bubble heights
obtained from the simulation~found, again, to be in a goo
agreement with the experiment, see Fig. 2 in Ref.@17#!, the
incompressible potential model, and the wall model. As c
be seen, the initial simulation bubble velocity is in go
agreement with the wall model prediction for all the cases
Fig. 11, one can see a comparison between the experim
reduction factor and the reduction factor predicted from
model.

However, despite the good agreement between the m
and the simulation results at early times, at later times,
transverse pressure gradients created by the perturbed s
wave structure can cause either deceleration or acceler
of the bubble and spike areas, and render this simple
model invalid.

IV. SUMMARY

Using a combination of analytical models, experimen
and numerical simulations, we have been able to qua
tively distinguish between regimes, where deviations fr
linear dependence of the imprinted initial velocity on t
initial perturbation amplitude are due to the large initial p
turbation amplitudes or due to compressibility effects~i.e.,
proximity of the shock wave to the perturbed interfac!.

FIG. 10. Bubble height versus time representing the He→Xe
Aleshin experiment from simulation (2), incompressible potentia
model (2•2), and wall potential model (22). ~a! a0k50.43, ~b!
a0k50.86, ~c! a0k51.72, and~d! a0k52.58.
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These results lay a solid theoretical basis for a division
three regimes: a low-amplitude low-Mach-number regime
high-amplitude regime, and a high-Mach-number lo
amplitude regime, similar to the one derived from expe
mental observation by Aleshinet al. @17#. It was shown that
the reduction in the imprinted velocity in several high-Mac
number experiments is qualitatively similar to that observ
in low-Mach-number experiments with equivalent initial pe
turbation amplitudes. A vorticity deposition model that d
scribes the effects of high initial amplitudes as well as tho
of the interface shape, and a modified potential model
scribing effects of shock proximity, both predicting a redu
tion in the initial bubble velocity, in good agreement wi
previous experimental results are presented. These
supplemented by new shock-tube experiments and full
merical simulations. We believe that these findings will be
use in attempting to analyze and quantify the instability e
lution in complex cases where both compressibility and h
initial amplitude effects are observed.
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FIG. 11. Comparison of the experimental reduction factor fro
the Aleshin He→Xe experiments and the matching reduction fac
from the potential flow wall model. The initial velocity is defined a
the maximum growth velocity obtained in the early stages of
flow ~see Fig. 9!.
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